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	I have been amusing myself lately with revising some of my investi
gations, respecting light. But I do not know that I have made out anything
new that is very important : you will, however, he interested in the result of a
calculation which completely solves your difficulty respecting the transmitted
and reflected rings. In the first place there is no doubt that the intensity of
light must be measured by the squares of the velocities of the particles, and
not by the simple momenta, otherwise there would be an increase of the whole
existing quantity of light after every partial reflection : and in tbe second place
you will find that the difference in the squares of the velocities of the compound
transmitted undulations, at the distance of half an interval, and a whole
interval, is equal to the difference of the squares in the case of reflection, except
a slight diminution exactly-equal to that whicji would be produced by viewing
these last through the plate in question : and possibly in the case of oblique
incidences, even this difference would be found to vanish.
I do not know whether it has occurred to you that the difference between the dimensions of the rings discoverable upon silver as you first observed, from the light irregularly reflected, and the ordinary rings, is perfectly intelligible from the circumstance of the difference of the interval of retardation in cases of oblique incidence, the light not passing necessarily through the plate in the same angle before and after its reflection. Have you observed that steel reflects regularly a series of rings with a black central spot, and gold ditto with a white one ?
I cannot yet satisfy myself respecting the true explanation of Biot's experi-
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